Frontier College, Canada’s longest running adult literacy organization, is a key institution in the nation’s development of English-as-a-second-language and citizenship education initiatives. The college was inspired in large part by the educational work that organizations such as the YMCA undertook among immigrants throughout the nineteenth century in Britain, the United States, and Canada. By the turn of the nineteenth century, Alfred Fitzpatrick, a Presbyterian minister influenced by the social gospel movement, Presbyterianism’s insistence on literate parishioners, and the eighteenth-century Scottish Enlightenment’s privileging of democracy and practicality in education, was determined to bring such efforts out of urban areas and onto the rural frontier, where a significant proportion of Canada’s unskilled workers earned their daily bread until well after the turn of the century.¹ Known until 1919 as the Canadian Reading Camp Association, Fitzpatrick’s movement inaugurated its work in 1900–1901 with reading rooms in four of the many lumber camps in northwestern Ontario in that period. The association grew quickly; by 1903, there were at least twenty-four reading rooms in shacks, tents, and rail cars across northern Ontario. In the first decades of the twentieth century, Frontier College continued to expand its work westward with the growth of the railroad, mining, and construction industries that relied on itinerant, increasingly non-British, immigrant labour. As the association grew, so its methods altered. The unsupervised reading room gradually ceded place to the librarian-instructor, and, by the end of the association’s first decade, to the labourer-teacher—often and then almost exclusively university students who worked on the sleigh haul and steam shovel by day and who conducted classes in English and other basic subjects by night.²

Frontier College has long been dependent to some degree on the support of Canada’s federal government, and in recent decades, it has also been the object of frequent memorialization by the state. Such memorialization serves the state discourse of multiculturalism well and is crucial to what Eva Mackey identifies as Canada’s self-promotion as a tolerant, liberal-pluralistic nation.³ A commemorative stamp for the hundredth birthday of
Frontier College in 1999, for example, narrates the organization’s provision of “education for all” (Figure 1). The media backgrounder for the 2009 unveiling of a Historic Sites and Monuments Board of Canada plaque at the Frontier College headquarters in Toronto (Canada’s most populous city) notes that the organization’s early twentieth-century labourer-teachers served an “army of camp labourers—many of whom recent immigrants—[who] worked under unpleasant, dangerous conditions for poor pay.”

What Parks Canada calls the “official recognition” of the “historic value” of Frontier College embodied in the plaque serves contemporary political ideologies well, offering an alternative collective memory that occludes the racism that guided Canadian immigration policy in the early decades of the twentieth century. The legacy of Frontier College’s work among immigrants helps to reorient the remembering of a history of immigration policy that used a head-tax mechanism (1885–1923) and, later, outright exclusion (1923–47), to prevent Chinese immigration, for example. Complementing the state’s commemoration of Frontier College is the persistent assumption in the history of Canadian adult education that there is a tradition of “communitarianism” (often contrasted with US-American individualism) that might explain the nation’s longstanding devotion to “the imaginative training for citizenship” and, it is implied, its development of a tolerant politics of multiculturalism.

This thesis has also been adopted in popular narratives of Frontier College, such as the “Heritage Minute” produced by Historica Canada, a non-profit organization dedicated to increasing awareness of Canadian history and citizenship.

A more recent example of the uses of Frontier College draws on these older narratives but is linked to Canada’s most widely recognized literary prize, the Scotiabank Giller Prize for fiction. The Scotiabank Giller “Light Bash,” an annual, pan-Canadian fundraising event for Frontier College that has been held in tandem with the now televised Giller award ceremony since 2002, neatly joins the Scotiabank Giller Prize for fiction to the nation’s best-known adult literacy organization.

In what follows, I analyze how the “particular symbolic fortunes” of the Scotiabank Giller Prize undergo what James English calls “capital intraconversion”—how they are “culturally ‘laundered’” through their association with Frontier College. I use the term Giller “complex” throughout as a means of signaling the set of tangled interests the prize serves, which range beyond the signifiers “Scotiabank” and “Giller.” Although the Giller does not bear the obvious colonial genealogy of a more well-known prize like the Man Booker, it, like the Booker, has attempted in recent years to maneuver
itself away from contentious associations (the legacies of colonialism in the case of the Booker and the obvious corporatization of culture signified by a major bank’s sponsorship in the case of the Giller) and toward relations that strongly suggest the socially valuable work that the reading of fiction performs. Recalling the Scotiabank Giller’s “Light Bash,” but developed a decade later (in 2012), the Booker Foundation sponsors literacy projects undertaken by the British National Literacy Trust: a “literacy action hub” in Middlesbrough, UK, and a prison library and reading club program (that focuses on novels shortlisted for the Booker) called “Books Unlocked.” This purposeful intimacy of literary prizes with the cause of literacy could well be analyzed on a larger scale, but I begin with a Canadian case study here because of the quite unique ways in which literacy in that country continues to be associated with a strong public culture and with the settler state’s commitment to an official multiculturalism. Moreover, unlike its British counterpart, Canadian literary prize culture was, until the end of the twentieth century, almost exclusively associated with state sponsorship rather than with private institutions, foundations, or corporations, a fact that has made the rise of corporate sponsorship in Canada’s literary prize sector particularly contentious. Adapting Gillian Roberts’s contention that “national capital” continues to exert a powerful influence on a literary field seemingly dominated by economic capital, I focus here on the particular ways in which literacy is used to shore up the authority of the Scotiabank Giller Prize.
While the Giller’s financial support of Frontier College, an association
with a strong legacy of egalitarianism, may seem beyond critique, I pursue
two arguments here that reject such a supposition. First, I demonstrate how
the Giller’s attachment of its brand to Frontier College nurtures its claim
to the category of the “multicultural,” which bears a particular economic
value in Canada’s creative economy discourse while continuing to signify
as evidence of the liberal-democratic state’s commitment to tolerance and
cultural diversity. Second, I show how the “Light Bash” positions the Giller
complex next to the somewhat ambivalent signifier of literacy. The long-
standing association of Frontier College with the postwar language of lit-
eracy as a human right functions as a powerful distraction from questions
one might well have regarding the freedom of the consumer of “Gillerized”
fiction, whose reading might also be theorized as what Nicole Shukin calls
“the value-adding labour of attention.”

Founded in 1994 by Toronto-based real-estate developer Jack Rabino-
vitch as a means of honouring his late wife, literary journalist Doris Giller,
the award memorializes, through its iconic rose (Giller’s favourite flower),
a lover of literature who succumbed to cancer. The Giller website describes
the couple’s lifelong devotion to the literary arts: Giller was a newspaper
journalist and, in the 1980s and 90s, a book review editor and columnist
for major newspapers in Montreal and Toronto; Rabinovitch earned his
B.A. from McGill University in English in the early 1950s. The Giller prize
for fiction in English became the Scotiabank Giller prize in 2005 when it at-
tracted the sponsorship support of Scotiabank, one of Canada’s largest and
oldest banks (the Bank of Nova Scotia was founded in 1832), and also one
of its six major financial institutions. Now jointly funded and managed by
Rabinovitch and Scotiabank, the prize is Canada’s most lucrative award for
fiction: worth $140,000 in 2015 ($100,000 for the winner and $10,000 for
each finalist), it handily exceeds the value of the state-sponsored Governor-
General’s Award for English fiction by $115,000. Like other elements of
what Beth Driscoll calls the “new literary middlebrow,” the Giller manages
a simultaneous reverence for “elite culture” and an acknowledgement of the
book’s status as a commodity. Jack Rabinovitch frequently conjoins the two
in his press statements, almost never failing to note that, although he does
not wish to “sound crass or commercial,” selling Canadian books “is the
important thing.” The award’s earnest cultivation of a high media profile
works to realize this goal. Since its inception, the Giller has been a phenom-
enal media success: it has received enthusiastic support from the Globe and
Mail, Canada’s largest newspaper, and, taking a page from the Booker’s
book, its awards ceremony has long been televised. Yet keeping “crass” commercialism out of things has not been easy for the Giller complex. An appeal to elite cultural standards has helped a great deal. As journalist Jeffrey Simpson argued in a 1996 discussion of the then-newly emergent Giller complex, the Giller initially worked hard to differentiate itself from Canada’s much older, state-sponsored Governor General’s Awards, fashioning itself as a prize that stood “for excellence—in writing, judging, and promotion” and that maintained a distance from the state that enabled it to avoid “some of the contortions other prizes go through to ensure every kind of regional, gender, and ethnic balance.”14 Rather self-consciously, such insistence on the prize’s lack of ideological bias recalls what Graham Huggan identifies as the Swedish Academy’s “much-vaunted impartiality.”15 However, as Gillian Roberts aptly notes, such claims to Arnoldian disinterestedness are clearly utterly disingenuous disavowals of the complex of influences that shape cultural value and literary taste and are particularly striking in the context of the Giller’s dependence on corporate sponsorship.16

The Giller’s difference from the Governor-General’s awards initially offered the newer prize some protective insulation from critique (i.e., whatever it was, it was not that stodgy old politically correct state-sponsored dinosaur). However, the advent of Scotiabank’s sponsorship of the award in 2005 has engendered much critical attention and the debate generated by the Giller has assumed an evermore fractious tenor, making it increasingly necessary for the award to defend its authority to consecrate certain writers and particular texts.17 Ironically, though there is much that remains of the “new literary middlebrow” in the award, the Giller complex has opted for a defence that attaches it more firmly to the state-sponsored, public culture that it initially seemed to mock. Scotiabank’s sponsorship of the award makes all too visible the growing proximity, since at least the 1970s, of the terms “Canadian culture” and “culture industry” in the nation’s cultural and literary fields, and, more particularly, the enfolding of the “high” arts, such as literature, into the culture industries. The bank’s presence in the Giller complex also reveals a (diversely motivated) discomfort with such proximity, particularly among academic literary critics and writers. While some lament the passing of the strong national public culture and the insulation of “high” art’s autonomy that are associated with the immediate post-war work of the state’s Royal Commission on National Development in the Arts, Letters, and Sciences (better known as the Massey Commission) and with the cultural ideologies of the nation’s modernist writers at mid-century, others question the modernist myth of art’s absolute independence from the
market and focus their critique on the erosion under neoliberalism of the various publics that have allowed art some degree of autonomy. Whatever the motivation, it is clear that a deep discomfort with corporate presence in Canada’s literary field persists, particularly among academics and writers.

In Canada as elsewhere, a consistent decline in public investment in culture since the early 1980s has opened space for corporations who are now encouraged to view the arts as good business. Private industry has good reason to do so: according to the Conference Board of Canada, Canada’s culture sector accounted in 2007 for 7.4 percent of its real GDP. According to the website of the Giller’s primary sponsor, Scotiabank, the arts “inspire all Canadians to pursue their passions” and thus constitute one of the four pillars of the bank’s sponsorship portfolio (alongside “hockey,” “marathons,” and “community”). Corporate statements also frequently refer to philanthropy and “giving back” but they occasionally move past such clichés to acknowledge the economic or symbolic value of sponsorship for the sponsor. Referring to the value of an “association with a strong cultural institution in our own country [in this case, the Giller Prize]” Frank Switzer, spokesperson for Scotiabank, nods to what Cheri Hanson calls the benefit of bathing “in the attributes of the receiving brand.” Corporate sponsorships are about more than tax breaks and civic duty. Corporations such as Scotiabank undertake considerable market research in order to select the sponsorship opportunities that serve as highly visible forms of marketing. Moreover, as Beth Driscoll observes, sponsorship of the arts generates both “goodwill” with the public and a particular “prestige” that attends association with “elite cultural producers.”

Rather ironically, this growing corporate patronage of the arts that has followed from the shifting state definition of culture is often fueled by a variety of what Gillian Roberts calls “national capital,” or the value of “nationality” as a kind of “currency” in the literary field. For example, one finds appeals to the liberal-humanist nationalism of the postwar Massey commissioners: in the year that Scotiabank announced its sponsorship of the Giller, bank CEO Rick Waugh claimed that “culture, and in particular Canadian culture, is very important to me.” Moreover, if, as Jeffrey Simpson and Gillian Roberts assert, the Giller complex initially relied on its distance from the state, this distance has been deliberately minimized in the wake of Scotiabank’s visible corporatization of the award. Since 2005, the Giller has sought to recuperate its authority not simply by appealing to “national capital,” but also by associating itself with the state, and, more specifically, with elements of state-supported culture: for example, since 2011,
the awards ceremony has been televised by the nation’s public broadcaster, the Canadian Broadcasting Corporation (CBC). The example that concerns me here is the “Light Bash” fundraiser; established in 2002, it promotes the Giller’s attachment to multiculturalism and literacy, both of which have strong associations with public culture in Canada. This is an additional form of national capital that depends less on the cultural nationalism that Roberts names and more on a kind of nostalgia for the state’s ability to conjure national cultural forms.

This rebranding has been necessary in the wake of Scotiabank’s sponsorship announcement, which prompted a flurry of academic and, to some extent popular, critique. In one of the most frequently discussed critiques of the corporate sponsorship of the Giller, author and critic Stephen Henighan took to the pages of the arts and culture magazine Geist to lambaste the award as “the most conspicuous example of corporate suffocation of the public institutions that built our literary culture.” Henighan’s essay charges the corporatized Giller complex with nurturing an image that Barbara Godard associates with the neoliberalization of public culture—“the artist as an isolated genius, a heroic individual rather than an integral part of the body politic with claims on its resources.”

Perhaps not coincidentally, two recent Giller prizewinners, Esi Edugyan’s Half-Blood Blues (2011) and Sean Michaels’s US Conductors (2014), promote this very vision of the artist figure. Critiques of the Scotiabank-Giller partnership have also focused on how corporate sponsorship seems linked to the Giller’s role as a guarantor of profits for the transnational publishing companies that now dominate the national literary field. Alex Good points to the insularity of the Giller “world,” whose jurors and nominated authors tend to come from “the same handful of publishers, often work with the same editors, and are represented by the same agents.” More to the point, a Giller win leads to phenomenally increased book sales, but the playing field that produces the winner is far from level. For example, the award privileges large commercial publishing houses through the considerable marketing requirements it obliges publishers of short-listed and winning titles to assume. This obligation helps to explain a fact that is often implied but rarely quantified or analyzed in critiques of the Giller: 45 percent of Giller winners and 47 percent of the titles in the finalist category between 1994 and 2015 are products of the big two transnational publishing companies, Penguin Random House and Harper Collins. These figures are particularly striking if one considers the fact that in 2004, all of the foreign-owned publishers in Canada produced only 23 percent of Canadian-authored titles.
In addition to observing its proximity to corporate interests, recent critiques of the Giller point to the convergence in Canada of an erosion of public cultural institutions and transnational publishing corporations’ “increasing commodification of ‘ethnic’ or ‘cosmopolitan’ art and literature.” Central to Jennifer Scott and Myka Tucker-Abramson’s analysis, for instance, is their identification of the paradoxical meeting of a fully intact and insular “national” culture and its value to transnational corporations that operate in the country—what they call the “dangerous turn” via which “transnational capitalism is able to hide inside, and position itself as part of, the national imaginary,” using the “rhetoric of a ‘united’ and ‘multicultural’ Canada, but only insofar as such rhetoric can be easily commodified.”

The Giller complex is a striking example of just this kind of occlusion: wearing national dress, the Giller complex cloaks its more complicated identity.

How exactly does the Giller complex deploy this rhetoric “of a ‘united’ and ‘multicultural’ Canada”? In what sense might such rhetoric be linked to what Smaro Kamboureli calls the “sedative politics” of multicultural discourse—“a politics that attempts to recognize ethnic differences, but only in a contained fashion, in order to manage them”? Key here is the verb “manage” and the power imbalance that it is meant to name: as many critics have asserted, Canada’s policy of multiculturalism has not only neither ameliorated the longstanding wage gap between visible minorities and white Canadians nor improved the representation of visible minorities in government, it has also failed to protect permanent forms of immigration for settlement from increasingly attractive temporary labour migration arrangements.

Kit Dobson argues that a “cynical deployment of multiculturalism” is apparent in the Giller’s privileging of fiction that seems to “demonstrate the already inclusive nature of the Canadian nation.” Dobson lists Vincent Lam’s 2006 short-story collection Bloodletting & Miraculous Cures, but one might also include work by authors such Michael Ondaatje and Joseph Boyden, whose oeuvres have similarly been associated with this narrative of multiculturalism. The 2006 televised Giller gala offers a wonderful example of how the Giller complex manages the cultural diversity of Canadian fiction in ways that are palatable to its specific audience—in the case of the 2006 gala, a largely white, Toronto-based audience of media personalities and executives. In particular, the highly symbolic choice of Justin Trudeau, currently the Prime Minister of Canada but known in 2006 mostly as the son of Pierre Trudeau, former Liberal Prime Minister and author of Canadian multiculturalism, as host of the 2006 televised awards’ ceremony offers rich evidence of the ways that the Giller complex nurtures its proximity to
a self-congratulatory discourse of multiculturalism. Trudeau did not disappoint: he noted that the evening’s shortlisted novels were evidence of the nation’s diversity, complimented Canadians for embracing such “wonderful differences,” and identified the Giller as a “tribute to what it truly means to be Canadian.”

Perhaps responding to Trudeau’s rhetoric, winner Vincent Lam received his award with a humble expression of his indebtedness to a nation that welcomes difference. Significantly, his words were quoted in every press release that was issued in the wake of the event: “My parents came to this country [from Vietnam] when multiculturalism was just beginning to be acknowledged. As their son and as the second generation, I am proud to be here.”

While Lam’s words are certainly ingenuous, the avid media response to his speech and to the evening’s self-conscious appeal to a harmoniously multicultural Canada demonstrates the popular, almost commonsense status of this ideal of Canada.

Of course, the value generated by the convergence of the Giller complex and multiculturalism, like the value of literary prizes more generally, exceeds economic value. The apparently progressive politics of diversity and inclusion possesses significant symbolic and national capital in Canada’s political and literary fields (to name just two); these forms of capital interact in complex ways with, but cannot be reduced to, the money economy. One finds a good example of this interaction in creative economy discourse, which draws deeply on values from the literary and cultural fields (just as prize culture itself draws deeply on both the money economy and that “other economics” that James English calls the “economics of cultural prestige”). For example, influential creative-economy pundits, such as Richard Florida, have touted the economic benefits of cultural diversity in cities and in the creative industries, where diverse workers will, so the theory goes, create products that appeal to diverse consumers.

As I have already indicated, Canada developed a cultural-industries strategy well before the advent of Florida, in the late 1970s, and it has informed arts policy at every level of government ever since. If it is telling that this cultural-industries strategy more or less coincided with the advent of a policy (1971) of multiculturalism in Canada (which became an official act in 1988), the link between the creative economy and multiculturalism is now explicit in government discourse. This fact has not been adequately recognized in arguments that seek to understand the way that transnational corporations trade in the diversity conjured by state discourses of multiculturalism. A collaborative report produced by the Department of Heritage and the Conference Board of Canada in 2008 notes in its opening pages that
“cultural diversity is an important driver for the creative economy.” This concept of cultural diversity as an economic “driver” is quoted directly from the work of Richard Florida, and in the context of this report, it is adapted to modify the apparent value of multiculturalism to the Canadian nation. Not simply a mark of “our hospitality,” “respecting cultural diversity and welcoming people from diverse backgrounds” is now cast as a measure of “how competitive we will be in marketing our creativity and innovation to the world.”

Crucially, the deployment of diversity within multicultural and creative economy discourses is essentially the same, hence the ease with which the latter’s notion of diversity is taken up within Canada: both recognize ethnic differences in a contained fashion, subordinating them to structures of political and economic power that are not required to change.

As the above examples demonstrate, the Canadian state plays an active role in the forging of links between the economic value of the cultural sector and the nation’s “immense diversity.” The Giller complex benefits greatly from a state-promoted discourse that equates cultural diversity, creativity, and economic productivity but that nonetheless continues to bear the older traces of multiculturalism as a project of social equality. The Giller has been associated with, and cultivates, both discourses of cultural diversity. For example, the Giller complex has been fashioned in the media as the private alternative to state-sponsored culture, a driver of diversity- and creativity-fuelled economic growth that is not beholden to artificial state stimulation. Consider, for instance, journalist Richard Gwyn’s triumphalist 1994 announcement of the Giller’s arrival on Canada’s literary scene as the inauguration of a “a post-multiculturalism future”—a “uniquely creative” society in which diverse writers can make “it to the top without the benefit of any literary equivalent of employment equity, let alone without any multiculturalism grants.” Gwyn concludes the article by emphasizing the apparently natural convergence of “excellent writers” with economic success:

Relevant also is the contrast between the success of Selvadurai and Vassanji and last summer’s Writing Thru Race conference from which whites were excluded to allow the writers of color attending to talk uninhibitedly—supposedly—about their failures to get published because of “systemic racism.” If writers who happen to be colored or to be women or to be gay can now make it to the top in Canada by talent alone, why can’t the same thing happen in business, finance, the law, universities, politics, and in all the other arts?
Journalists, Giller jurors, and Giller press releases frequently conflate the award’s self-professed commitment to literary excellence with cultural diversity and, as in the press release for the 2015 short list, the “eclectic and vibrant” quality of the writers who are shortlisted. Yet such language always possesses a doubled context: does the naturalized value of diversity emerge from a state-engendered official multiculturalism, or from a state-promoted view of the economic value of cultural diversity that aims to serve corporate interest over social policy?

Given this doubled and therefore ambiguous context, the Giller complex, always fending off critiques of its corporatization of culture, has much to gain from an older discourse of multiculturalism that is linked to the legacy of the liberal welfare state. Consequently, it is perhaps unsurprising to contemplate the 2002 emergence of the “Light Bash” as an element of the Giller celebrations. The development of the “Light Bash” fundraiser enables the Giller to link itself to Frontier College, an institution that is strongly identified with a narrative of Canada’s multicultural legacy, as my opening examples demonstrate. The “Light Bash” website makes no explicit mention of the fact that Frontier College signifies in this way, preferring instead to note that the event brings people together to “celebrate Canadian literature” and “raise money for Frontier College, Canada’s original literacy organization.” Nation is the privileged category here, but one need not follow the links on the “Light Bash” website very far in order to find the Frontier College website, where the organization’s history of providing literacy instruction to immigrant workers in frontier labour camps is prominently cast as “nation building.” Via the “Light Bash,” the multicultural nation and its strong liberal-democratic state becomes ever more central to the signification of the Giller complex.

If the “Light Bash” serves to cement the connection between the Giller and a palatable politics of diversity, it serves other functions, as well. Like other recent additions to the Giller complex, such as the birth in 2011 of a (short-lived) “Readers’ Choice” award, the “Light Bash” also seems calculated to emphasize the Giller’s authenticity and sincerity (the “Light Bash” website informs us that Giller founder Jack Rabinovitch was once a labour-teacher for Frontier College) and thus to downplay its role in the peddling of books published by transnational media corporations; to embellish the award’s connection to the nation’s readers, young, hip, and mostly cosmopolitan types who bear great resemblance to Richard Florida’s “creative class”; and to accentuate the relationship between English-language fiction and literacy as a human right.
Initially a “house party,” the “Light Bash” has “grown into a full-scale event” in seven cities that brings together, according to its website, “over 1,200 people celebrating Canadian literature and supporting literacy.” According to a 2012 press release, these guests “watch the broadcast of the Giller gala on a big screen, mix with fellow partiers, vote on the book they think will take home the coveted Scotiabank Giller Prize and enjoy music, appetizers, and cocktails.” Like the Giller long list, which was inaugurated in 2006 and which ostensibly allows the jury to acknowledge the diversity of Canadian fiction and its publishers, the “Light Bash” is an event that takes the Giller beyond Toronto to six cities (listed in order of population size): Vancouver, Calgary, Winnipeg, Halifax, Regina, and Thunder Bay (the smallest of the lot, with just over 100,000 people). Unlike the televised awards reception, the “Light Bash” is not an exclusive event; but it is marketed as youthful, hip, and diverse—“an exciting party environment” at locations with decidedly independent and artistic atmospheres, such as Wurst, a Calgary restaurant and craft-brew pub. According to Scotiabank Vice President of Sponsorship and Partnership Programs, Jacquie Ryan, the “Light Bash” is meant to make the prize “more accessible to book lovers from coast to coast.” Yet the event’s marketing clearly indicates a certain exclusivity: only young creatives need attend. The reduced (eight dollar) price for students at some of the events, in particular, demonstrates a key ingredient in the “Light Bash” recipe: the “young, hip” readers who, according to a 2008 press release, appreciate the event’s “hip-urban twist.” The event’s Twitter account (@GillerLight) is curated to emphasize how the evening brings together publishing and other creative-industry types with these “hip” readers. Indeed, the divisions among these categories are nebulous: many of the “retweets” on @GillerLight come from self-professed “bibliophiles” who hold multiple “creative” jobs as bloggers, writers, and freelance editors.

Although corporations have a strong visual presence in “Light Bash” marketing—from a sponsorship page with logos on the website to the loot bags distributed at the event by Penguin and promptly displayed on Twitter—the main description of the event on its website emphasizes not commerce but rather the relationship between the “Canadian literature” the event celebrates and the cause of literacy, which serves “disadvantaged children, youth and adults in locations such as aboriginal communities, women’s shelters, inner-city schools, farms and community housing.” “Light Bash” promoters emphasize the regional diversity of the event, its accessibility / exclusivity, its urban cosmopolitanism, and its youthful hipness;
moreover, the event’s promotional material implies that Giller books are generative of the individual and national development that literacy is axiomatically assumed to enable.

If the “Light Bash” concept serves the Giller complex in important ways, press releases suggest that the relationship between the prize and Frontier College is a one-way street, beneficial only to latter. Frontier College is figured as, and is called to represent itself as, a very grateful recipient of the attention it is receiving from the Giller complex. Since its inception in 2002, the “Light Bash” has raised over $500,000 for the literacy organization.\(^{49}\) Frontier College president Sherry Campbell is frequently quoted in “Light Bash” press releases, noting in 2012, for example, that “Light Bash” funds are not tagged to specific programs, meaning that the event enables the organization to “provide programming that might be harder to find, like our Domestic Workers Program in Vancouver, or our Beat the Street program in Toronto.”\(^{50}\) Although still a recipient of considerable state funding, Frontier College is surely aware of the precarious status of these bonds, given that state funding for adult literacy programs has been drastically reduced in recent years: in 2006, Canada’s federal government shut down the National Literacy Secretariat (NLS), and, since that time, the elimination of federal core funding for adult literacy programs has resulted in the closure of countless programs across the country.\(^{51}\) Moreover, influenced by the Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development’s (OECD) International literacy surveys, which tend to reduce literacy to economic productivity, state conceptions of literacy have shifted significantly in the past two decades. For example, the dismantling of the NLS led to the creation of the Office of Literacy and Essential Skills within Employment and Social Development Canada, a reorganization that clearly indicates the new functionality that characterizes the state definition of literacy.\(^{52}\) In such a political climate, it should surprise us neither that organizations like Frontier College increasingly form funding relationships with private banks and other corporations nor that such private interests, like governments before them, seek to benefit from the meanings attached to Frontier College.

The leveraging by the Giller “Light Bash” of a conception of literacy associated with postwar humanism is worth examining, but to do this it helps to think first about another reader called forth by the Giller complex, who is first and foremost a consumer. Clearly, literary prize culture plays a key role in the distribution, or sale, of books. Yet as recent applications of theories of immaterial labour to the reader indicate, we cannot simply think of readers as the radically disruptive potential that comes in the wake of
production and distribution. Readers have a crucial function not just in the consumption of prizewinning and nominated titles but also as labourers in what Maurizio Lazzarato calls the “actual productive cycle” of the new immaterial labour. The moment of consumption, far from signaling the end of the commodity, now “enlarges and creates the ‘ideological’ and cultural environment of the consumer” and gives the product a “place in life (in other words, integrates it into social communication) and allows it to live and evolve.” Highly staged consumption, curated as lifestyle, identity, and personality, is now key to the productive process because it creates what Eugenia Siapera calls “a specific cultural hierarchy.” Although marketing practices have long exploited the ways in which commodities, including books, might shape lifestyles, theorists of immaterial labour point to the radical destabilization of “production” in the context of, for example, new media environments, where the potential for consumers to participate in the productive cycle is significantly expanded. As Lazzarato points out, the unpaid labour of such consumers thus becomes an increasingly central component of the market economy. The Giller complex needs readers, not simply because readers buy books, but also because readers who fashion their ongoing consumption of books as lifestyle, identity, and personality—often via social media and often as “ordinary” participants in highly publicized media events such as the Scotiabank Giller Prize—produce new kinds of consumer demand and interest, and they do this without being paid. This capital-producing reader is obviously not the reader we encounter in the media forms that promote the Giller: namely, the Scotiabank Giller website, the “Light Bash” website, @GillerLight, and press releases.

Instead, we meet the “Light Bash” reader. Young, hip, urban, and creative, this reader is held up as the literate subject par excellence. Yet, in a distinct departure from neoliberal conceptions of the literate individual, it is not this reader’s ability to employ her literacy as a workplace skill that is celebrated. Rather, through the event’s evocation of Frontier College and its literacy work, the literacy of the “Light Bash” attendee is granted a very particular poignancy: it is yoked to an older internationalism and its language of literacy as a human right. Just as the Canadian state’s commemoration of Frontier College forges a strong connection between the state’s historical and present capacity to incorporate immigrants in a fair and egalitarian manner, so a more internationally oriented discourse of literacy dominant in the postwar West has given weight to the meanings that Frontier College bears both in Canada and beyond. These meanings are crucial to the Giller complex’s use of Frontier College. Since at least the end of the Second World
War, literacy has been axiomatically linked to the rationality and freedom, as well as the rights, upon which modern liberal citizenship is thought to depend. The most vigorous international promoter of this axiom has been the United Nations Educational, Scientific, and Cultural Organization (UNESCO). Established in 1946, UNESCO has used policy, research, program design and delivery (particularly in the global south), advocacy, monitoring and evaluation, and prizes to promote literacy as a “fundamental human right and the foundation for lifelong learning.” Canada is widely recognized in the international community for its key contributions to this work: Canadian scholar James Robbins Kidd was the chair of UNESCO’s Experimental World Literacy Program (1967–73), and Frontier College was granted UNESCO’s literacy prize in 1977. This latter fact is repeatedly emphasized in the Canadian state’s contemporary memorialization of Frontier College—in its 2009 announcement of the placement of a Historic Sites and Monuments Board of Canada plaque at the organization’s Toronto headquarters, for example.

Despite the axiomatic equation of UNESCO with literacy as a human right, the meanings of literacy have long been debated within this organization, a fact that might be attributed to what Richard Hoggart characterizes as the power struggles that played out within UNESCO in the decades following the Second World War. For example, during the 1960s, when UNESCO adopted its Declaration on the Eradication of Illiteracy (1964) and launched its Experimental World Literacy Programme, there was conflict between proponents of “development-linked functionality” and critics of this conception of literacy, who were largely based in the global south and influenced by the work of Paulo Friere. Nevertheless, from the post-war period until the end of the twentieth century, UNESCO’s literacy work was identified with a Western humanist view of education, one that accords a strong role to national states (conceived in terms of modernist state formation), and that values rationality, autonomy, and individual rights as guarantors of collective well-being. It is this liberal-humanist view of literacy work that has been strongly associated with Frontier College, and it is one that conveniently serves the state’s narration of the building of the nation, as well. Yet, at the UNESCO level, liberal humanism was forced to accommodate the “development-linked functionality” promoted, most notably, by the United States. As recent scholarship has demonstrated, the definition of education as a “tradable service” in the context of the World Trade Organization’s 1995 General Agreement on Trade in Services, as well as the neoliberal turn after 1997 of the United Nations—and of the organizations
that fall under its umbrella, such as UNESCO—has had remarkable consequences for education. UNESCO is now an avid participant in the “multi-stakeholder partnerships” that are privatizing and commodifying education worldwide, all the while retaining much of the liberal-humanist discourse of an earlier era in order to describe its priorities and programs. Exploring the constitutive history of literacy—its highly contested signification under postwar internationalism and contemporary neoliberal globalization and its constant deployment across both periods in the service of “development” and “functionality”—is key to understanding how its contemporary appropriation in the context of literary prize culture not only occludes the radical moments in its history, but, more to my particular point, exploits its symbolic flexibility.

In conclusion, I would like to recall that adult education and literacy initiatives in Canada are particularly exposed to pedagogical and ideological priorities that may not be their own. In large part, this is due to what Tan尼斯 Atkinson calls the nation’s “long tradition of devaluing education for working people.” In order to secure funding, Frontier College is obliged to narrate its legacy—or to offer up its signifying power—in terms that are palatable to its donors, whether these are government agencies or private corporations. As the Scotiabank Giller Prize finds itself the object of critique that hones in on its corporate sponsorship and as the award’s claim to apprehend cultural excellence fails to stem that critique, it has all the more reason to associate itself with Frontier College, an organization that signifies strongly in the direction of public culture. Associated as the discourse of multiculturalism and the figure of the literate citizen are with persistent conceptions of the western, liberal-democratic nation-state as a producer of strong public culture, they offer a powerful distraction from the actual diminishment of such publics that the Giller signifies and thus possess a remarkable ability to accentuate the symbolic capital of Canada’s most widely recognized literary prize.
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